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Directional routing of one-way classical wave has raised tremendous interests about spin-related phenomena

in topological metamaterials. This sparks specifically the elastic wave study of synthesizing pseudo-spin degree-

of-freedom in meta-structures for implementing topological phononic devices to perform robust elastic wave

manipulations. Unlike pseudo-spin in mathematical sense, the physically intrinsic spin angular momentum of

elastic wave is predicted quite recently which exhibits selective excitation of unidirectional wave propagation

even in conventional solids. However, due to the grand challenge of building up chiral elastic sources, the

experimental observation of intrinsic spin of elastic wave and relevant properties is still missing. Here, we

successfully measure the elastic spin in two typical elastic modes, i.e. Rayleigh and Lamb waves, by adopting

the elaborately designed chiral meta-sources that excite locally rotating displacement polarizations. In both

systems, we observe the unidirectional routing of chiral elastic waves, characterize the different elastic spins

along different directions, and demonstrate the spin-momentum locking in broad frequency ranges. We also

find the selective one-way Lamb wave carries opposite elastic spin on two plate surfaces in additional to the

source chirality. The observation of elastic spin and related intriguing phenomena paves a new way for chiral

elasticity, miniature on-chip devices, and spin-sensitive sensors.

Spin angular momentum (SAM) provides fundamental un-8

derstanding of symmetrical and topological properties of9

physics [1–3], from quantum to classical aspects [4–6]. It al-10

lows people to realize robust one-way edge states propagating11

with spin-selected direction in what is known as topological12

insulator [7, 8]. While in classical wave systems, an analogy13

degree of freedom called pseudo-spin is proposed by carefully14

designing the meta-structures, such as in electromagnetism15

[9–14] and acoustics [15–21], so that a pseudo time-reversal16

symmetry can be realized in the mathematical sense to im-17

plement the pseudo-spin-dependent topological phenomena.18

In particular, in the field of elastic topological metamaterials,19

the pseudo-spin has been synthesized by joining two degen-20

erate degrees of freedom mathematically, such as using two21

inter-coupled vibrating oscillators [22], combing symmetric22

and antisymmetric elastic modes [23, 24], exploiting double23

degenerated Dirac cones [25, 26], and extracting elastic vor-24

tex feature with two valley degrees of freedom [27].25

Different from aforementioned pseudo-spin, intrinsic spin26

of elastic waves has been uncovered by the real physical quan-27

tity SAM that corresponds to the rotation of displacement po-28

larization in general solid structures [28]. Moreover, non-29

reciprocal elastic-magnetic dynamics have been reported in30

spin-based on-chip magnetic devices and sensors [29, 30], in-31

dicating that the elastic spin may even play a significant role32

in the magnetic dynamics through elastic-magnetic couplings.33

Yet, so far the direct experimental observation of elastic spin34

is still absent. Due to the large acoustic impedance, high op-35

eration frequency and low vibration amplitude of elastic wave36

in solid materials, it is inevitably challenging to build an ultra-37
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sonic chiral source with sufficient radiation power, not even to38

mention the observation of rotating displacement polarization.39

Here, by characterizing the displacement field and SAM40

on conventional metal plate upon the ultrasonic chiral meta-41

sources, we report the observation of intrinsic elastic spin42

and experimental demonstration of its basic properties, in-43

cluding the spin-resolved wave mode and the deterministic44

spin-momentum locked one-way propagation. The results ad-45

vance the understanding of elastic spin and broadband spin-46

dependent properties in general solids, provide people more47

possibility and flexibility to design the on-chip elastic de-48

vice [25–27], and pave a way for further revealing new phe-49

nomena of chiral elasticity [31–33], spin transfer [34] and50

conversion in coupled multi-physical systems [29, 30].51

52

53

Principle of elastic spin and chiral meta-sources. We54

first focus on chiral Rayleigh wave that exhibits tight spin-55

momentum locking on the free surface of semi-infinite solid.56

The displacement vector of surface Rayleigh wave is ellipti-57

cally polarized, whose SAM density is described by the elastic58

spin [28], as:59

SSS =
ρω

2
Im[uuu∗ × uuu], (1)

where ρ is the density of elastic medium, ω denotes the circu-60

lar frequency, and uuu = {ux, uy, uz} is the displacement vec-61

tor. It should be noted that the elastic SAM describes a local62

rotating polarization in time domain rather than the vorticity63

of a displacement field along x or −x in space domain.64

As shown in Fig. 1(a), a chiral elastic source whose spin is65

positive (resp. negative) can only excite the left-going (resp.66

right-going) wave that has the positive (resp. negative) elas-67

tic SAM. This tight coupling between SAM and propagating68

direction of Rayleigh wave can be understood according to69
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FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of elastic spin and chiral meta-sources for surface elastic wave. (a) Illustration of elastic spin of chiral

Rayleigh wave. The green vectors show the displacement polarization uuu for both the left-going (kkk < 0) and right-going (kkk > 0) Rayleigh

wave on top of semi-infinite solid. The thick red/blue arrows denote the positive/negative SAM of surface wave, which describes the spiralling

of displacement field. (b) Scheme of chiral elastic source with positive spin. The left panel shows the SAM distribution of the synthesized

spin-up source with input signals loaded on Rod 1 to 4, respectively. The red/blue color denotes the positive/negative elastic SAM in the

outer/inner area. The green arrows denotes the snapshot of displacement vector at a particular moment. The middle panel presents the time

evolution (from left to right) of the displacement polarization at the center of the spin-up source. During each period, the displacement vector

between four rods rotates one cycle, as shown by the black arrows. The right panel shows the input five-cycled tone burst signals for spin-up

source, with an incremental π/2-phase delay from Rod 1 to 4.

Rayleigh wave equation (see Methods, Eq. 3), i.e. the positive70

(resp. negative) SSS along z-axis only supports negative (resp.71

positive) wave vector kkk along x-axis. Consequently, the one-72

way Rayleigh wave can be selectively excited by the elastic73

sources with chirality.74

To construct such an effectively chiral elastic source in75

solids applicable for broad ultrasonic frequency regime, we76

elaborately design an array of sub-wavelength meta-sources77

with clockwise or anticlockwise phase shift, as shown in the78

left panel of Fig. 1(b), instead of adopting the macroscopic79

mechanical stirring in soft matters [32]. The chiral meta80

source constitutes four breathing rods labeled with Rod 1 to81

Rod 4. The displacement vectors around a single rod all point82

to the rod center or all away from the rod center, which allows83

the polarization of displacement vector to be always opposite84

between the inner and outer area. As such, the sign of SAM is85

opposite between the inner and outer area of the chiral meta-86

sources. Considering the elastic meta-sources couples with87

neighboring field through its outer area, we call the source88

whose elastic SAM in outer area is positive as spin-up source89

while the negative one as spin-down source. To set rods into90

breathing vibration, we symmetrically fix a PZT ring on two91

laterals of each rod (Supplementary Fig. S1). To distinguish92

the initial wave package from the reflected one, the five-cycled93

tone burst pulse signal, as shown in right panel of Fig. 1(b), is94

simultaneously imposed on the PZT ring pair from Rod 1 to 495

in order. The input signal phase difference, being π/2 versus96

the central frequency of burst signals, is adjusted between Rod97

1 to 4 in the clockwise or anticlockwise way to get spin-down98

or spin-up source, respectively.99

100

101

Observation of elastic spin for chiral Rayleigh wave.102

Fig. 2(a) shows the experimental setup whereby the chiral103

elastic meta-sources is implemented around center (x, y) =104

(0, 1.2 cm). Fig. 2(b) shows the measured spatiotemporal pat-105

tern of uy (top panel) and the mapped FFT component (bot-106

tom panel) at each point around the central frequency 28 kHz.107

Obviously, the spin-up source prefers to excite Rayleigh wave108

with negative kkk, while the spin-down source mainly gener-109

ates Rayleigh wave with positive kkk. These results are con-110

sistent with theory (see Methods), magnifying the tight cou-111

pling between the source spin and the propagating direction of112

Rayleigh wave, as well as the elastic SAM of Rayleigh wave113

itself. Similar results are confirmed in simulation results, as114

shown in Supplementary Fig. S2.115

116

117

Quantitatively, the left panel of Fig. 2(c) presents the rec-118

tified amplitude of |uy| of the unidirectional wave upon the119

spin-down and spin-up source on free surface (y = 0). Un-120

ambiguously, the larger |uy| occurs at x < 0 side when using121

spin-up source (red) but shifts to x > 0 side with spin-down122

source (blue). We then tune the central frequency of input123

signal, modify the phase difference, and measure the out-of-124

plane displacement from x = -55 to -25 cm (uy(x<0)) and x125

= 25 to 55 cm (uy(x>0)) within a broad ultrasonic frequency126

range. In Fig. 2(c), right panel shows that the rectification ra-127

tio of |uy(x<0)/uy(x>0)| (red, spin-up source) and its counter-128

part of |uy(x>0)/uy(x<0)| (blue, spin-down source) are always129

larger than 1 in the working frequency range.130

Fig. 2(d) then shows the normalized 2D-FFT component of131
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FIG. 2. Experimental observation of elasic spin and chiral selection of Rayleigh mode. (a) Schematic of measurement setup. The plate

thickness (along y axis) is effectively infinite, much larger than the skin depth of Rayleigh wave in ultrasonic frequency range 21 ∼ 37 kHz.

Rayleigh wave is observed by characterizing the out-of-plane displacement uy on x-z surface. (b) The mapping of normalized uy measured

by laser Doppler vibrometer (see Methods) along the segment (x = -55 ∼ -25 cm and x = 25 ∼ 55 cm every 1 cm) in time (top panels) and

frequency (bottom panels) domain, and they present the amplitude of Rayleigh wave with negative or positive kkk, respectively. The elastic SAM

of excited source is positive (left panels) and negative (right panels), respectively. The central frequency of input signal is fc = 28kHz. (c) The

rectified amplitude of the |uy| along x axis at 28 kHz (left panel), which all normalized to the |uy| recorded at point x = -55 cm with spin-down

source. The red and blue dots represent results with spin-up and spin-down sources, respectively. The right panel shows the average ratios of

measured |uy| at x = -55 ∼ -25 cm and x = 25 ∼ 55 cm, in a broad ultrasonic frequency regime. The red dots are for the |uy(x<0)/uy(x>0)|
when using spin-up source while the blue dots stands for |uy(x>0)/uy(x<0)| with the spin-down source. The bars at each frequency are defined

as the average ratio plus and/or subtract standard deviation of ratios derived at every group of points. The difference between two rectification

ratio profiles comes from the imperfection of chiral sources during the manual installation. (d) Normalized 2D-FFT component of Rayleigh

wave with the spin-up (left panel) or spin-down source (right panel) with fc = 28 kHz, correspondingly. The red solid line is the theoretical

dispersion for Rayleigh wave branch on semi-infinite aluminum solid. The red and blue circular arrows show the spin direction of the left- and

right-going waves. (e) The time evolution of ux (blue solid line) and uy (red dash line) measured at x = −45 cm (left panel) and x = 45
cm (right panel) when using spin-up or spin-down source, respectively, normalized to the maximum amplitude of themselves. By extracting

FFT components, i.e. amplitude and phase information, from displacement signals ux(t) and uy(t) at particular frequency, the elastic SAM

is obtained in experiment. The insets show the anti-clockwise (left panel) and clockwise (right panel) rotation of displacement polarization

uuu = (ux, uy).

measured uy with input signal frequency centered at 28 kHz,132

which are well matched to theoretical Rayleigh wave branch133

(red solid line). The left (resp. right) panel is obtained when134

excited with spin-up (resp. down) source and presents higher135

energy density on the left (resp. right) branch, respectively.136

Similar phenomena are observed when input signals are tuned137

in the broad frequency range 21 ∼ 37 kHz. It is worth em-138

phasizing that here not only the source chirality but also the139

SAM of the chiral wave itself is tightly locked to the wave140

propagation direction.141

We further measure the SAM of chiral Rayleigh wave to142

confirm the spin-momentum locking. To this end, we perfo-143

rate small V-shape grooves in the surface of plate to obtain144

the out-of-plane displacement uy and the in-plane displace-145

ment ux (Supplementary Fig. S1 (c) for details). Fig. 2(e)146

shows the measured temporal profiles of normalized ux and147

uy at position x = -45 cm (left panel, spin-up source) or x =148

45 cm (right panel, spin-down source). Clearly, the phase of149

ux (blue solid line) at x = -45 cm is earlier than the one of uy150

(red dash line). The inset shows the anticlockwise rotation of151

displacement polarization uuu which corresponds to a positive152

SSS. The situation is reversed with spin-down source excita-153

tion, where the phase of ux at x = 45 cm is later than that of154

uy while the rotation direction of polarization uuu is clockwise,155
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FIG. 3. Experimental observation of elastic spin and chiral selection of antisymmetric Lamb wave. (a, h) 2D-FFT components of

measured amplitudes for the chiral Lamb waves on back surface y = 6 cm and front surface y = 0, respectively, upon the spin-up source.

Here a 6 cm thick aluminum plate that occupies y = 0 ∼ 6 cm along y axis (depth direction) is chosen as the experimental sample, as

shown in Supplementary Fig. S1 (a). And the chiral source is implemented at (x, y) = (0, 1.2 cm), near the front surface y = 0. Red solid

and magenta dash lines stand for the theoretical dispersion of A0 and S0 wave branches in a 6 cm thick aluminum plate, respectively. Both

densities of state significantly locate on the left A0 wave branch, indicating the chiral selecitve excitation of one-way A0 mode. (b, g) The

time evolution of ux (blue solid line) and uy (red dash line) measured at x = −45 cm on surfaces y = 6 cm and y = 0, respectively, when

using spin-up source. The insets show their corresponding clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation of displacement polarization uuu at frequency

14 kHz, for left-going wave. As such, the positive SAM of chiral source couples with the positive elastic SAM at front surface, which leads to

the left-going A0 wave. (c, f) Normalized FFT of uy measured along x = −55 ∼ −25 cm and x = 25 ∼ 55 cm every 1 cm on back surface

y = 6 cm and front surface y = 0, respectively. Leftward unidirectional propagation is clearly observed in a broad frequency range, but with

the opposite rotating polarizations of uuu and opposite elastic SAM at two surfaces for the left-going A0 wave (clockwise and negative SSS at the

back, while anti-clockwise and positive SSS at the front). (d, i) The average ratios of measured |uy| at x = -55 ∼ -25 cm and x = 25 ∼ 55 cm,

in a broad ultrasonic frequency regime. The dots are for the |uy(x<0)/uy(x>0)| with spin-up source on surface y = 6 cm (d) and y = 0 (i).

(e) Simulated unidirectional A0 wave upon the chiral source excitation propagates mainly towards left side with opposite elastic SAM on two

parallel surfaces at y = 0 and y = 6 cm, which confirms the experimental observations.

resulting in negative SSS.156 We would like to put it clear that the displacement polariza-157
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tion at x = ± 45 cm is recorded by alternatively using two spin158

sources for the convenience of illustration. Considering the159

measured unidirectional wave propagation and the obtained160

signs of SSS at both x < 0 and x > 0 sides, we find that the161

opposite unidirectional wave carries opposite elastic spin and162

the dispersion of Rayleigh wave in Fig. 2(d) is spin-resovled163

in the broad frequency regime. The chiral selection of one-164

way propagation relies on the angular momentum matching165

between the source spin and the elastic spin of wave itself166

on particular direction, which clearly demonstrates the spin-167

momentum locking effect (see Methods).168

Observation of elastic spin for chiral Lamb wave. We169

next turn to investigate the elastic spin and spin-momentum170

locking for the lowest-order antisymmetric Lamb (A0) wave.171

Different from Rayleigh wave, A0 wave contains a couple of172

opposite SAM on surfaces y = 0 and y = 6 cm (see Meth-173

ods, Eqs. 4 and 5), e.g. the left-going wave possess negative174

SAM at the back surface y = 6 cm due to the antisymmetric175

nature of A0 wave, as shown in Fig. 3(e). To demonstrate this176

point, we carried out measurement on both surfaces where uy177

is recorded for both the left (x = −55 ∼ −25 cm) and right178

(x = 25 ∼ 55 cm) sides every 1 cm. When using the spin-179

up source with central excitation frequency 14 kHz, Figs. 3(a)180

and (h) illustrate the normalized 2D-FFT components of |uy|181

on the back and front surfaces, respectively. Evidently, the182

components are very large for A0 wave but very minor for183

the lowest-order symmetric Lamb (S0) wave, which confirms184

the efficient generation of A0 wave. The primary density-of-185

state spot overlaps on the left A0 branch over its right counter-186

part, showing the SAM-dependent coupling between the spin-187

up source and A0 wave with negative kkk on surface y = 0.188

The FFT component of |uy| on surfaces y = 0 and y = 6189

cm in space domain are shown in Figs. 3(f) and (c), respec-190

tively, magnifying also the tight spin-momentum locking ef-191

fect. These are well consistent with the numerical results in192

Fig. 3(e) and theoretical results derived from A0 wave equa-193

tion (see Methods, Eqs. 4 and 5).194

To observe the elastic spin in chiral A0 wave, small V-shape195

grooves are also truncated on the x-z surfaces at y = 0 and196

y = 6 cm. As such, we can measure the SAM profiles from197

the temporal signals of displacements ux and uy , shown in198

Figs. 3(b) and (g). The displacement polarizations at x = -199

45 cm on the back and front surfaces are shown by insets of200

Figs. 3(b) and (g), respectively. The rotations of displacement201

polarization are the same in the excited wave on y = 0 and in202

the outer area of chiral source, being akin to the SAM match-203

ing between chiral source and Rayleigh wave mode. Further-204

more, the measurement demonstrates the positive SSS at front205

surface y = 0 and negative SSS at back surface y = 6cm, which206

confirms the opposite SAM between two surfaces indicated207

by Eqs. 4 and 5. This phenomenon is absent in Rayleigh wave208

but unique for Lamb wave system.209

Relevant results of chiral selective generation of right-going210

A0 wave, by using the spin-down source, is demonstrated in211

Supplementary Fig. S3. Lastly but importantly, the chiral212

selective routing of A0 wave is dependent on the elastic213

spin of wave itself, and occurs in a broad frequency range214

whenever using the spin-up or spin-down source, as shown in215

Figs. 3(d) and (i) and Supplementary Fig. S4.216

217

Discussion218

In conventional solid structures, we have experimentally219

demonstrated the intrinsic spin in elastic waves, by measur-220

ing the SAM according to the rotating displacement polariza-221

tion in Eq. 1. The chiral selective excitation of unidirectional222

wave propagation has been observed in experiments for both223

Rayleigh and Lamb wave systems without the help of any224

meta-structure, but by using the elaborately designed elastic225

chiral meta-sources. In particular, the tight spin-momentum226

locking is confirmed by the fact that the locally rotating dis-227

placement polarizations of the surface wave field itself deter-228

mines the propagating direction. Moreover, we have observed229

the opposite elastic spin carried by the one-way Lamb wave on230

two-side surfaces in additional to the source chirality. These231

results agree well with the theoretical predictions and numer-232

ical simulations, in broad ultrasonic frequency ranges. The233

experimental observation of elastic spin demonstrates the va-234

lidity and feasibility of intrinsic spin angular momentum in235

elasticity, which offers a promising platform for future in-236

vestigation on integrative spin physics among electron [35],237

phonon [36], photon [4], and magnon [29, 30, 34], and pro-238

vides new perspectives and means to the integrative on-chip239

surface-acoustic-wave devices that have shown the great po-240

tential in quantum acoustics [37, 38].241

242

Methods243

The displacement field of Rayleigh wave in x-y plane can244

be expressed as:245

ux = iAkR

(

e−κly −
2κlκt

k2t
e−κty

)

ei(kRx−ωt),

uy = −Aκl

(

e−κly −
2k2R
k2t

e−κty

)

ei(kRx−ωt),

(2)

where ρ is mass density, ω is circular frequency, A is wave246

amplitude, and kR is the x-component of Rayleigh wave247

vector. kl and kt are the wave numbers of longitudinal248

and transverse waves in bulk solid, respectively, whereas the249

κl =
√

k2l − k2R and κt =
√

k2t − k2R. By combining250

SSS = ρω
2 Im[uuu∗ × uuu] with Eq. 3, one can obtain the SAM of251

Rayleigh wave at y = 0:252

SSSR = −kRκlρωA
2 (k

2
R − κ2

t )(k
2
R + κ2

t − 2κlκt)

(k2R + κ2
t )

2
. (3)

Obviously, the sign ofSSSR is tightly correlated with the sign of253

kR when y = 0, which shows the spin-momentum locking of254

Rayleigh wave.255

For a plate that traverses from y = 0 to y = d, the SAM of256

A0 wave propagating in this plate is:257

SSSA0
=− kA0

κlρωA
2
k2A0

− κ2
t

k4t
cosh(

κld

2
)
[

k2t sinh(
κld

2
)

− 2κlκt cosh(
κld

2
) tanh(

κtd

2
)
]

(4)
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at y = 0, but becomes:258

SSSA0
=kA0

κlρωA
2
k2A0

− κ2
t

k4t
cosh(

κld

2
)
[

k2t sinh(
κld

2
)

− 2κlκt cosh(
κld

2
) tanh(

κtd

2
)
]

(5)

at y = d. A is wave amplitude, kA0
is the x-component of259

wave vector of A0 mode. kl and kt are the wave numbers of260

longitudinal and transverse waves in bulk medium, whereas261

the κl =
√

k2l − k2A0
and κt =

√

k2t − k2A0
. The plate thick-262

ness is d. Clearly, SSSA0
(y = 0) = −SSSA0

(y = d). The sign263

of SSSA0
is tightly correlated with the sign of kA0

, which shows264

the spin-momentum locking of A0 wave.265

266
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